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LOFAR4SW – Demonstrating Space 

Weather Science with LOFAR 

A fully-implemented LOFAR4SW will be one of Europe’s most 

comprehensive space weather observatories generating unique data for the 

space weather research community with great potential to improve 

advanced warning of space weather events affecting crucial infrastructure.

LOFAR4SpaceWeather is an EC-funded Horizon2020 Design Study, led by 

ASTRON, to design an upgrade to LOFAR, Europe’s largest and most 

flexible radio telescope, to enable space weather monitoring observations to 

be run completely in parallel with radio astronomy.

Solar radio bursts

LOFAR has the capability to take 

simultaneous high-resolution dynamic 

spectra across the full observing 

band and high-resolution imagery at 

sub-second cadence.

High resolution images of Type III 

radio bursts. Images: Pietro Zucca, 

ASTRON

Image: Jasmina Magdalenic, ROB
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Scintillation of compact radio sources used to probe 

solar wind velocity and density.  Multiple stations 

enable more-accurate cross-correlation analysis.

Faraday rotation of polarised signal, from pulsars 

or Galactic foreground, offers prospect of 

interplanetary magnetic field measurement.  

Solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field

Extremely fast (~3000km/s) 

CME launched on 10th 

September 2017 

Detected by LOFAR at 82º 

elongation from the Sun 

during >30hours observing 

3C147. (Richard Fallows, 

ASTRON).

MWA

Stations worldwide are necessary to continually 
monitor the solar wind.  Current dedicated 
observatories exist in India, Japan, Mexico and 
Russia.  The European longitudes of LOFAR 
provide useful additional coverage.  Taking many 
observations daily allows a tomographic 
reconstruction to be performed to reveal the 3-D 
structure of the solar wind in density and velocity.
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IPS tomography from the combination of data from worldwide observatories shows much promise in establishing 

more-complete and more-accurate reconstructions globally of the inner heliosphere, particularly for smaller-scale 

feature detections.

Left: LASCO white-light 

coronagraph images; Right: 

Tomographic reconstruction of 

solar wind velocity in the 

ecliptic plane from IPS data 

(top: LOFAR data only; 

bottom: LOFAR+ISEE data).  

Earth orbit is represented by 

the black circle, with Earth on 

the right.

Potential association of 

smaller-scale structure seen in 

LASCO with features in the 

IPS reconstructions.  (Mario 

Bisi, UKRI-STFC).

Ionosphere          

Calibration of LOFAR interferometry data 

provides valuable information on the 

ionosphere.  LOFAR is sensitive to the 

differential first (dTEC - right), second (dRM – 

below left), and even third order (below right) 

ionospheric effects. Each curve shows 

differential values between CS001 and all 

remote stations (from blue to red in 

alphabetical order). de Gasperin et al., 2018.

2D Fourier 

Transform

The dynamic spectrum (top left and below) of 

ionospheric scintillation from individual stations show 

much more detail than would be seen in single-

frequency time series’.  A 2-D Fourier transform 

produces a “Delay-Doppler” spectrum which could give 

scattering altitude information.  The flow of the 

scintillation pattern over LOFAR stations can be 

illustrated by plotting the scintillation strength for each 

station, assuming an altitude for an ionospheric pierce 

point (below left). 

Dynamic spectrum

Plots: Richard Fallows, ASTRON

Plots: Maaijke Mevius, ASTRON.  The wave structure 

is likely due to a Travelling Ionospheric Disturbance
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